
Capturing Long-Range-Dependencies insequence to sequence models
Description
Deep Neural Networks are powerful models that have achieved excellent per-formance on difficult learning tasks, however a longstanding challenge is ef-ficiently modeling sequential data longer than a few thousand-time steps.The usual paradigms for designing sequence models involve recurrence (e.g.RNNs) or convolutions (e.g. CNNs), which each come with tradeoffs. Forexample, RNNs suffer from a "vanishing gradient" which empirically lim-its their ability to handle long sequences. CNNs encode local contextand enjoy fast, parallelizable training, but are not sequential, resulting inmore expensive inference and an inherent limitation on the context length.
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Figure 1: Some recent methods for sequence modeling.The recently proposed Structured State Space for Sequence Modeling (S4) [1] archi-tecture showed that simple linear models can capture very long range dependenciesover tens of thousands of steps. This widely acclaimed work, was able to outperformstate of the art models including Transformers on the challenging Long Range Arenabenchmark.On the other hand, HipRSSM [2] is a highly expressive model for learning patternsin time series data and system identification for changing dynamic scenarios.Finally, Transformers has drawn a lot of attraction over the last five years [3] due totheir superior performance on many sequence modeling tasks.In this project we want to benchmark these methods on several datasets in orderto understand their specific strengths. This will also gives the student hands onexperience on the latest deep learning and deep probabilistic methods for solvingsequence modelling tasks.Tasks
Depending on the scope of the project the tasks in this project will involve:• Review state-of-the-art: Literature review on the latest time-series predictionmethods, namely S4, HipRSSM and Transformers• Applying the code: Understand, adapt where necessary, and apply the abovealgorithms on the given datasets• Evaluation: Evaluate the performance across different settings• Report and presentation: Deliver the final report and present the results• Documentation: Document and deliver the codeReferences
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